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ABSTRACT 
It is well known that estimation of the parameters, in particular frequency a complex sinusoid contaminated with 

noise is one of the crucial problems in the literature as the frequency estimation has been applied in many areas 

such as communications, instrumentation and radar. There are three significant issues which are accuracy, 

estimator variance and sensitivity to bias that must be taken into consideration while finding the frequency of a 

sinusoid. In this study, performances of various estimators in estimating the frequency of single-tone signals are 

evaluated. Estimators are tested against varying signal-noise-ratio (SNR) and imperfections in signal frequency. 

The results are presented in terms of estimator bias and estimator variances. Experimental results show that in 

the case of varying SNR, Quin’s estimator outperforms Macleod and quadratic interpolation estimators in 

accuracy whereas in the case of imperfections in signal frequency, Macleod and quadratic interpolation 

estimators achieve the most stable results in terms of estimator variance and bias, respectively. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
Parameter estimation is the process of estimating one of the parameters like complex frequency components of a 

tone contaminated by noise. Estimating the parameters of a tone signal has numerous applications in 

communications, radar, instrumentation, audio, medical and others. In statistics literature, the problem is also 

known as harmonics estimation problem [1] whereas in signal processing framework it is known as tone 

parameter estimation [2].  

Various methods have been proposed for this estimation task in the literature [3-9]. The application of the 

Discrete Fourier Transform (DFT) for the coarse estimation of noisy single frequency signals was one of the 

initial studies [3]. In [4], Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimator was introduced for the estimation of single-

frequency complex tone from noisy observations of the signal. Quinn [5] proposed a computationally simple 

algorithm compared to the previous approaches by interpolating Fourier coefficients at three distinct 

frequencies. It was Macleod’s study [6] which presented a fast algorithm for the ML estimation of the 

parameters of single and multiple tone signals. In literature, there are also some other approaches based on the 

interpolation of DFT samples [7-9]. In [8], a quadratic interpolation fit is proposed based on three DFT samples. 

This fit uses the magnitudes of the DFT samples. On the other hand, [9] utilizes the real part of interpolation of 

complex DFT samples. 

In this study, we compare and present the performance results of various estimators in estimating the frequency 

of single-tone signals. The results are given in terms of estimator bias and estimator variance for cases of 

varying signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and imperfections in the signal frequency. 

 

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Most of the sinusoids are contaminated with noise in real life applications. Discrete Fourier Transform is 

one of the most popular methods to estimate the frequency of a tone contaminated with noise.  

Let the signal  

𝑋 =  𝐴𝑐𝑜𝑠(𝑤0 ∗ 𝑡)  +  ɛ(𝑡) 
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be a continuous single frequency tone. Here, A is the signal amplitude, w0 is the frequency of the signal, and ɛ(n) 

is the additive white Gaussian noise with zero mean and variance σ2.  

For estimation of the frequency it is assumed that all the parameters above are unknown. For optimum 

result, the estimator should be accurate enough, unbiased and computationally simple to avoid complexity.   

The idea here is to estimate the frequency of a tone using three DFT samples Xk, Xk-1, and Xk+1. By using the 

DFT spectral peak location integer indexes k, k-1, k+1, correction term ɛ(n) can be found and by adding to k 

spectral location kpeak = k + ɛ is estimated.  

Various methods have been proposed for this single-frequency estimation task. These methods are 

summarized in the following subsections: 

Quadratic Interpolation 

This method estimates the correction term by interpolating the three consecutive DFT samples and taking the 

real part:  

ɛ = -Re[
(𝑋𝑘+1 − 𝑋𝑘−1)

(2𝑋𝑘 − 𝑋𝑘−1− 𝑋𝑘+1)
 ]         (1) 

Quinn’s Estimator 

This estimator takes three DFT samples around the spectral peak and the correction term is calculated as: 

 

𝛼1 = 𝑅𝑒(𝑋𝑘 − 1 / 𝑋𝑘) 

𝛼2 = 𝑅𝑒(𝑋𝑘 + 1 / 𝑋𝑘) 

𝛿1 =  𝛼1/(1 − 𝛼1) 

𝛿2 =  𝛼2/(1 − 𝛼2) 

𝐼𝑓 𝛿1 > 0 & 𝛿2 > 0 휀 =  𝛿2 𝐸𝑙𝑠𝑒 휀 = 𝛿1               (2) 
 

 

Macleod’s Estimator 

This estimator takes the isolated spectral peak sample and calculates the correction term as: 

 

𝑅 = 𝑅𝑒[ (𝑋𝑘 − 1. 𝑋𝑘∗)  (𝑋𝑘. 𝑋𝑘∗)   (𝑋𝑘 + 1. 𝑋𝑘∗)]  
 

𝛾 =  
𝑅(1) − 𝑅(3)

2𝑅(2) + 𝑅(1) + 𝑅(3)
 

 

휀 = ((√1 + 8𝛾2) − 1) /4𝛾                         (3) 

 

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
In order to evaluate performances of the estimators, a sinusoid single frequency tone signal is employed in 

the experiments. A zero mean white Gaussian noise with various signal-to-noise (SNR) ranging from 0 dB to 10 

dB is added to noise-free signal. 64-point FFT is applied to all resulting noisy signals. Tests are iterated for 1000 

times.  

 

Robustness to Noise 

For a pilot spectral peak at bin location n = 9.5, the performances of the estimators against varying SNR from 0 

dB to 10 dB are depicted in Figure 1 and Figure 2.  
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Figure 1. Average peak location estimates against varying SNR from 0 to 10 dB 

 

 

 Figure 1 shows the average peak location estimates of the corresponding methods in this case. As 

shown in Figure 1, the best performance is given by the Quin’s first estimator (will be called Quin1 hereafter) 

and Macleod estimator is very close to the Quin1 whilst the actual bin is 9.5. Accuracy of both estimators is 

around 9.48.  

 
Figure 2. Estimator variances against increasing SNR from 0 to 10 dB 

 

            In terms of estimator variances, as seen in Figure 2, the accuracy of Quin1 estimator is very high against 

varying SNR. The variance of the estimator is less than 0.02. At high SNR values, the performance of Macleod 

estimator is comparable to Quin1 estimator. These two estimators outperform the rest of the estimators in this 

case. The results of estimator variances for Quin1 and Macleod estimators verify the results of average peak 

location estimations. 

 

Robustness to Imperfections in signal frequency 

Figure 3 and Figure 4 show the results of estimator performances when the spectral peak bin location is varied 

from 9 to 10. In this case, SNR is kept constant at 3 dB. 
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Figure 3. Estimator variances against varying spectral bins from 9 to 10 

 

 

         Figure 3 shows estimator variances of the corresponding methods in this case. Starting from bin 9, in 

contrast to SNR case, it can be observed that Quin1 estimator generally performs poorer than other estimators 

except quadratic interpolator. In this case, Macleod estimator achieves the lowest and most stable variance 

values. At bin 9.5, which is the half-way of the bin range, all of the estimators except quadratic interpolator give 

satisfying results. Their variances are less than 0.05. Estimator variance is at maximum for quadratic 

interpolator at bin 9.5. 
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Figure 4. Estimator biases against varying spectral bins from 9 to 10. 

 

In terms of estimator bias, it is clear from Figure 4 that quadratic interpolator achieves most stable 

results and outperforms the other estimators when the peak location deviates from bin 9.5 towards to 0 and 10. 

Quin’s estimators overshoot and undershoot towards to bin 9.5 and their performances are relatively worse than 

the other estimators. 

 

IV. CONCLUSION 
In this study, we have presented performance results of various estimators for the frequency estimation task of 

single-tone signals. Estimators have been tested against varying signal-to-noise (SNR) ratio and imperfections in 

signal frequency. Experimental results have shown that Quin’s estimator is more robust to noise and 

outperforms the Macleod and quadratic interpolation estimators in case of varying SNR. On the other hand, in 

the case of imperfections in signal frequency, although Macleod estimator have obtained lowest and stable 

results in terms of estimator variance, in terms of bias quadratic interpolator has achieved the most stable results. 
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